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Year in review:
Transforming healthcare for
women
Authentic gynecological care continues
to be the center of our practice here
at RHM, where our goal is always to
restore function.

We foremost thank

God for the Grace in caring for the
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share our accomplishments as we
continue the momentum into 2022.
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Pro-woman, Pro-family workplace
This year, RHM welcomed five babies to our family!

Nico, Kayla Glenn

Benedict, Laura Ducote

Margot, Sharon Cowdrick

Oliver, Frankie West

Jude, Leigh Carroll
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RHM had three presentations at the Catholic Medical
Association Annual Education Conference this year.
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New Programs in 2021 and 2022
PA / NP Postgraduate Fellowship Program in
Women’s Reproductive Health
This past August we welcomed our first RHM
advanced practitioner fellow, Maureen McCarthy,
APRN, from California. During her 12 months here,
Maureen will experience a clinically intensive,
comprehensive and well-rounded training program
in women’s reproductive health. She will receive
formal didactic courses from FEMM and the
Reproductive Health Research Institute (RHRI). In
addition,

through

our

practice's

high

patient

volume and challenging cases, she will learn to
utilize various restorative reproductive medical
protocols.

Health Coaching Program
Starting in the new year, we will have a health
coaching program with Leigh as our health coach.
Some of you may be familiar with Leigh being our
nurse before she went on maternity leave. Leigh
has a passion for health coaching and has pursued
additional training in this area. We hope that our
health coaching program will provide our patients
the tools to improve their health and lifestyle in a
sustainable and lifelong manner.
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New Programs in 2021 and 2022
Women's Health for Teens (WHT) Program
Women's health education is severely lacking in
teens

and

puberty

schools.

Topics

development,

like

menstruation,

common

gynecological

problems, healthy relationships, etc. are simply not
taught. This is despite the relevance of these topics
for this age-group. We intend to meet this unmet
need by developing the WHT program with Caitlin
leading this initiative. We seek to empower girls
with

the

authentic

knowledge

of

their

body,

increasing their confidence, and help them make
better decisions. Ultimately, the WHT program,
through good health, hopes to contribute to the
wellbeing of the adolescent girls, allowing them to
thrive and achieve their potential to the excellence
they are called to be.

REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH MISSION
In

June

2021,

we

established

a

nonprofit,

Reproductive

Health

Mission

(www.rhm.org), with the goal of raising funds for:
Fellowship training program in women's reproductive health for NPs and PAs.
Accessible ovulation charting instructions for women.
Outreach initiatives in reproductive health education for adolescent girls.
Restorative

reproductive

communities.

health

clinics

start-up

planning

and

funding

for
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We are coming to Alabama!
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ATLANTA
3965 HOLCOMB BRIDGE ROAD
SUITE 100,
PEACHTREE CORNERS,
GA 30092

BIRMINGHAM
1326 MAIN STREET
SUITE 116,
GARDENDALE,
AL 35071

